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ear not for behold I bring you good tidings of great Joy.This day Beloved Gabriel
and his Band of Angels are winging their way to your side to stand in the
service of your God Self and teach you Fearlessness. Accept their ministrations
and allow your Heart to open wide and project the fullness of Courage and
Strength garnered within the Secret Chamber of the Heart.
Many aspirants on the Path have not felt equipped with the necessary
tools with which to stand, face, and conquer victoriously all that assails them.
Therefore, through doubts, fears, and records of questioning, these lifestreams
have stepped back in retreat instead of stepping forward with a Heart full of
Faith and the fervor of a pure intent which would carry them to their Victory.
Beloved Ones, fear is not always acquired within the present lifetime.
Many records of past transgressions — the pains, hurts, and discouragements
that you have experienced in other lifetimes — have been carried forward as a
karmic weight pressing down on your Heart. There they block the opening of
the petals of the heart chakra. They block the witness of the Holy Spirit which
would otherwise produce genuine Comfort and trust that all is truly well within
your being. Beloved Ones, that instinctive trust in God’s Power to answer your
every need is a necessary ingredient to the release of the fullness of Fearlessness
Flame. You cannot afford to entertain anything less than the sense of absolute
security and complete wellbeing in God if you hope to stand courageously in
Fearlessness Flame.
In this physical world the unimpeded flow of the currents of Light through
your world is the veritable shield of your being! Wherever any condition is
allowed to interrupt that flow, you will sense a quivering in your members.
You will certainly experience less than the fullness of the Ray of your own God
Presence that is to nurture each of your chakras. Beloved Ones, fear only exists
where there is an insufficiency of Light, and by that I mean the unmitigated
intensity of the Light of your own I AM Presence or that of one of the Ascended
Masters. When you achieve the full action of this Flame — the momentum of
Fearlessness which you release from your Heart out into your world — you will
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have the Courage to stand and meet all life’s challenges at the appointed hour.
But if that Heart is weighted down in records of discouragement, anger,
doubt, resentment, or irritation — Fearlessness cannot be summoned from the
Heart and complete its perfect work. Instead the fear acts like an unbalanced
weight attached to the sleek arrow of Light causing it to swerve off course and
miss the intended mark.
Again I ask that you consider how a child approaches new opportunities.
Have you noticed the daring fortitude of most children? Whenever something
new and daunting looms before them, they do not worry about all that might
go wrong or assail them.They simply move forward.They have not yet absorbed
the world’s anxieties or skepticism, but step forward instinctively, moving with
the speed of Light, with their eye focused on the goal, and advancing boldly
into the next cycle of their life. Such advances mark the beginning of a child’s
education in working with the Sacred Fire.
Fearlessness Flame is at the core of the Fire that will carry you to your
Ascension. If you dally, if you hesitate, you will not have the opportunity to
accomplish all that you have aspired to within this lifetime.You must establish a
rhythmic flow, a constancy of forward movement and momentum within your
being for the Ascension currents to manifest the fullness of all that you desire.
To wholeheartedly seek after God with all your might takes much Courage
indeed. It has come to my attention that many students do not take such
monumental life changing steps out of the fear that their world will change in
ways beyond their control, sensing that they will neither think or act in the old
familiar fashion. This fear is such a travesty for an Ascended Master to behold.
For how is the planet earth to evolve into a Golden Age when there is such fear
and trembling and trepidation even on the part of those who know they are
called to the Path? Certainly there is a fear of loss, but how could you actually
lose something that was never yours to begin with? For it was never Real. How
can you attain to God Reality and Truth without the loss of the maya and illusion
which surround you? Whatever paltry trophies of past human identity you have
chosen to clutch fast around yourself, they are but “familiars” of times past, of
embodiments long gone by. If you are to enter into a life filled with our Light,
there must be a Fearless letting go of all that is not real!
Many of you have no idea of the many transgressions against the Light
committed in this and previous embodiments which yet remain within the folds
of your emotional body and in the depths of the astral plane. Beloved hearts,
if you are in earnest about entering into the Octaves of Light, it is necessary
for your four lower bodies to be filled with Ascended Master Light — which
Light alone can bear you upward into the Ascension! Before this Initiation can
be your own experience, you must be able to traverse the abyss of the astral
plane. Due to past transgressions which remain as accumulated darkness within
the astral plane, there often remains an irrational fear of traversing that abyss.
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To become the fullness of the Light, you must understand that the Holy Angels
are in attendance upon your lifestream daily to help you traverse this otherwise
impassable gulf separating you from the higher Octaves and the Retreats of the
Masters.
As you sleep at night there is the opportunity for you to enter into higher
education in the Realms of Light. But if you do not put your attention and your
gaze upon this goal, there will not be the impetus of Will within you to stand in
Fearlessness and take that step, that giant leap across the abyss.You cannot look
back, you most certainly cannot look down.You must keep your gaze steadfast
upon the Light.
I, the Maha Chohan, stand ready to wrap you in my Comfort Flame and to
allow you the opportunity of my Peace and Strength as a foundation for the full
release of the Power of your God Self. When you stand in this place of Divine
Authority, there is no concern for any mortal danger, no concern of what may
assail you. For only Light and Light alone isVictor.Yes, Beloved Hearts, you will do
battle, but it will not be struggle as an onslaught of danger but as the opportunity
of forging greater Light and Life into your being through testing and initiation.
This is opportunity! It is a labor of working with the Light. As you outpicture
greater Light within you, there will be a greater opportunity for selfless service,
self-sacrifice and surrender on behalf of the greater good of your brothers and
sisters of Light.
But if you are not bold enough to take that first step, if there is not a Ray
of Fearlessness that overcomes the terminal disease of hesitation, who will take
your place? Will someone of equal or greater talents step forward to serve out
the term of your own neglected Mission? It is one thing to wrestle with the bag
and baggage of your own karmic burden as you engage in Cosmic Service, but
it is another to have that same human substance color and shape and deform
and perhaps abort your destined Mission for an entire embodiment! Therefore
the intent of your Heart must be pure, if your gift of Service is to be pure and if
that gift is to carry the magnitude of the Light and Truth of your God Presence
acting through you.
Without giving any power to appearances, contemplate for a moment
your greatest fear. What would that be? How would it look? When would it
appear? Then apply Cosmic Law to each aspect of your fear. Is your fear based
on immediate considerations or hypothetical possibilities? Is your fear based in
Reality? I think not Beloved Hearts! For only the Light of God is REAL! The
grim masks of illusion and maya would intimidate you if you let them, causing
you for the moment to lose sight of your wonderful, powerful and Almighty
Presence. But Beloved Ones, those masks are merely projected from your own
untransmuted substance. They are abject refugees of your private underworld
that would pass directly into the Flame of Transmutation were it not for the
fear they manage to engender in you. In Reality they are nothing more than
an unhappy part of your past that does not want to go into the Flame. Any
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dalliance on your part about releasing your hold on this substance produces a
sense of struggle and the so-called “battle” of light and darkness instead of the
instantaneous lopsided Victory of Light over darkness!
Such dalliances leave room for a cold fear of unnamed loss and change to
deter your resolve and leave you searching about for all manner of excuses to
postpone that day of change. I must tell you a cosmic joke, for the joke will be
upon you Beloved Ones! That change will come whether you choose the hour or not!
So why prolong the process? Why drag and kick and scream all the way to the
Sacred Fire when you could stand, face and conquer by the Light of the Central
Sun and become the Son of God right where you are? Let go of all that is not
real and put on the garment of your own Christ Identity! This Mantle of the Christ
is not painful, it will not deceive you, it will not disturb you, or lead you into
harms way. It will nourish you, protect you, guide and guard you, and most of
all, love you.
What is there to be feared from throwing yourself without reservation into
the Path? You have all of Heaven standing, waiting to give you the guidance and
help to reach your goals. Do not hesitate another day to take this step. Do not
hesitate to run and greet the Light of each new day, ready to release into your
world the use of Fearlessness Flame. I do not advocate an attitude of rushing
in “where angels fear to tread,” but you are able to move forward knowing that
you have the Light of God within your Heart enabling you to become all that
your God Presence is already at inner levels. If you dally, you may never know,
at least in this life time, all that you can become, all that you can do. Why you
might even be able to make your Ascension!!!
I extend my hand to meet yours as you demonstrate the Faith and trust in
this formula of single-minded, wholehearted devotion to your Divine Path. Until
we meet on that Path, I will hold the Flame for you in My Heart and extend
Fearlessness Flame for your Victory!
						Devotedly I AM,
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